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Supplemental Appendix A: Notes from Interview with Ed Bouquillon 
 
Appendix A: Notes from Interview with Dr. Ed Bouquillon, Superintendent of Minuteman 
Regional Vocation Technical School District and President of the Massachusetts Association of 
Vocational Administrators. The questions and answers are summaries, not a verbatim 
transcript.  

  
Question: Who can we partner with? 
Answer: Dr. Ed Bouquillon described his successful partnership with the Superintendent of 
Shawsheen Regional Vocational School.  Dr. Bouquillon suggested several other individuals, 
including individuals in the State Department of Education, (Tom Morrow); the DoE; the 
Executive Office of Housing and Development; and the Executive Office of Labor and 
Education, (Mary Beth Campbell).   
 
Q: What has been done in the project already? 
A: Some policy issues have been identified with the administration of Chapters 70 and 74, as 
Reported by the Boston Foundation Report.  
 
Q: What kind of initiative is being done within the Community Colleges in terms of continuing 
education beyond secondary? 
A: Several [initiatives] are creating new programs, but these schools are coming up against 
barriers. For example, finding locations to have classes, and a lack of funding. Since this 
program is only about two years old, it is still growing and developing.  
 
Q: What do you (the client) envision as a success at the end of this project? 
A: We want a framework of the work done and to be done in the future. Explore topics such as 
funding issues, possible policy changes, possible legislation changes, etc. A report with 
recommendations should be presented to the client with additional questions to be explored. 
Also, create visual aids that will assist in presentations, such as charts, PowerPoint, etc. 
 
Q: Is the existing METCO program one that can be used as a model of comparison? 
A: METCO is a program initiated by parents in the inner city, which was designed to transport 
students out of the city to suburban schools with higher academic success rates. We could 
explore whether this program can only be used for regular education programs, or if it could also 
be used for vocational/technical programs. 
 
Q: Would there be barriers in place that would prevent an increase in funding? 
A: There is an issue with capital funding. Funding is determined differently for each level of 
school: elementary, middle, and high. Elementary schools cost the least to build, and vocational 
schools cost 50% more to build than a regular high school. Currently, capital funding is drawn 
from the MSBA, which is $0.01 of sales tax. One way to increase funding would be to use 
elementary schools as a floor and adjust incremental increases into different types of school 
buildings. A specific issue with Minuteman High School is that there is a regional agreement that 
is 45 years old. In order for a new town to join or leave the “region”, it needs to be approved by 
all 16 current towns. Minuteman accepts students from 31 towns outside of these 16 towns who 
do not pay for the wear and tear of the building, just their FTE. In trying to build a new building 
for Minuteman, the 16 towns only want to build a new school that would accommodate 435 
students instead of 830 students because the rest of the students are from the other regions, 
and 80 of whom are adults.  
 
Q: What is Senate Bill 228? 
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A: It is a bill sponsored by Ken Donnelley of Arlington and Medford to increase 10% in minimum 
contribution to all regular schools and 20% to regional vocational high schools. MAVA is 
concerned that this bill does not account for schools in larger cities that have no regional 
schools but also need more funding than smaller schools.  
 
Q: In reference to S.B. 228, was there a difference in the logic in deciding 10% in funding as 
compared to 9% in funding since some believe that there is a psychological value to round 
down to a 9? 
A: No. Not much thought was given to this; it was just decided at 10%. 
 
Q: What are the demographics of those students enrolled in the vocational/technical school and 
on the waitlist to get into the schools? 
A: In a recent survey sent out to the various vocational schools, twenty-eight responded, 
including four agricultural schools. Each school reports the demographics individually, because 
the majority of the schools are separate entities from the surrounding school districts. 
 
Q: What became of the “Race to the Top” funding? Did the vocational schools get any of this 
funding? 
A: Minutemen Regional Vocational School received a one-time payment of $34,000, which they 
used to send three students to Northeastern University to participate in vocational programs on 
campus. Now that the money is gone, the school has created a foundation to continue this idea 
for future students who want to follow this route. 
 
Q: Are there any programs with the Community College system to help high school students 
succeed? 
A: The graduation rates within the community college system are abysmal, and the funding 
provided to the Community Colleges is more than the funds to vocational schools. A study by 
Paul Harrington, a former Northeastern University staff who is now at Drexel, conducted a study 
that showed that the number of students graduating from a community college in three years is 
on average less than 16%, less than 5% at Bunker. It is possible that a dual degree system can 
be put in place. A current model includes getting the technical education at Minutemen and then 
transitioning to Middlesex Community College and to receive the academic coursework, such 
that students who choose this route graduate with an associate’s degree and a high school 
diploma. Also, Chapter 74 Section 34(h) provides that vocational high schools can offer 
associates degrees in applied sciences if the program is approved by the Secretary of Higher 
Education. This statute has been on the books for over thirty years but this option has never 
been explored. 
 
Q: Are there any members of the legislatures on board? 
A: There are certain members of the legislatures on board including: Rodriguez, Spilka, 
Wagner, Connolly, Keegan, Morrow. 
 
Q: Are there other state models we could look at for structure and reference? 
A: There are few secondary school models with real career pathways from the school to the 
workforce, but certain state models may prove to be helpful, including: Florida, North Carolina, 
Oklahoma, and Kansas. 
 
Q: Do you have a final message that you would like to leave us with? 
A: When Dr. Bouquillon speaks to students and parents, he says that Minuteman High School 
helps two questions: what do I love to do, and what do I do well? Vocational training gives 
economic opportunities and builds families. 
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 Supplemental Appendix B: Notes from Luc Schuster Interview #1 
 
Appendix B: Luc Schuster is the Deputy Director of the Massachusetts Budget and Policy 
Center. This interview took place via telephone on January 6, 2014. The questions and answers 
are summaries, not a verbatim transcript. 
 
Question: A tremendous amount of emphasis has been placed on Hancock, and its limitations 
to the McDuffy case.  It appears, however that Hancock deals with only a cost component of the 
analysis, which assumes that the base was correct in the first place. Is it fair to put less 
emphasis on Hancock as we look at program access and differential costs? 
 
Answer: Luc was not familiar with the court cases. Luc doesn’t think his perspective will be 
useful on the legal questions. He couldn’t come up with the fundamental argument for voc ed 
with these cases.  
 
He gave us background information on the foundation budget. It has not been changed since 
1993. He mentioned that we should look at the Reform Law, which includes Chapter 70 and the 
legislature’s definition of “adequate school resource program”. Chapter 70 sections focus 
specifically on the number of students for teachers at different levels. This is how the foundation 
budget is created (depends on size of classes, utilities, etc.) 
 
He addressed two major issues regarding the current foundation budget: 
 
Q: Because costs changes over time, are we even funding the visions that was created 20 
years ago?  
A: He recommended that we should read the report from MassBudget called “Cutting Class”. It 
looked at that question - the main finding there is that the inflation factor identified in the original 
law has not accurately captured the real cost growth partially in health care insurance and 
special education services. Because it hasn’t captured those costs, districts make costs in their 
budget to meet rising costs. From this report, it had shown that the state hasn’t fulfilled its duty.  
 
Q: Is the program designed 20 years ago appropriate for the future? 2014 or 2024? 
A: Education advocates in the state in the last several years have been pushing for the state to 
fund and conduct an adequacy study. There has been evidence that we have not met rising 
costs. The state really hasn’t been funding the program, especially in recent years. People have 
been arguing that in 20 years we should do another round of creating a foundation budget. 
However, it does not mean that you would have to increase funds in every category. 
 
For example: the foundation budget was created before the internet existed. Therefore, the 
technology category is definitely not right today. But assumptions are not focused on spending 
on technology since it goes up or down when reevaluating the foundation budget. Instead we 
should just focus on just reevaluating.  
 
Q: If there were to be an adequacy assessment – would the entire idea of vocational education 
be so different than what happened 20 years ago, since it is very synergistic with strategy? 
A: It could happen a bunch of different ways. It would go through the legislative process. It 
depends on what the legislature designs.  
 
He recommended us to look at a report that was made by DESE. It was a response to the 
legislature. It had some interesting recommendations for performing Chapter 70. DESE didn’t 
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produce a comprehensive reevaluation, but they did cite the Cutting Class report and did 
recommend tweaks to the existing foundation budget that capture rising costs.  
 
There are other methods of gaining legislative attention to certain issues. Roger Hatch will rarely 
express a strong opinion that goes against the department’s goals, but he is very helpful with 
technical problems. We should also contact Melissa Kings who works with Roger Hatch.  
 
Two important legislative questions about how change will occur: 
 
First, different advocacy groups that want an adequacy assessment bill have failed every year. 
The reason it has failed is likely that the legislature realizes if an adequacy assessment was 
done, it would show schools are not being properly funded. This would force them to fund that 
gap and they don’t want to get to that point unless they know they have the revenue to do that.  
 
Second, the governor proposed a 2 billion increase in funding in school, which was not 
successful.   
Q: Would a new governor be more successful?   
A: The fact that governor Patrick was vocal and failed shows that having the governor on board 
is NOT enough. There needs to be legislature leadership.  
 
Rather than focusing on legislative attention on an adequacy study bill, now they are pushing for 
a bill called “Foundation Budget Review Committee” to reevaluate the foundation budget. It 
would be a formal committee (which may include a co-chair, MassBudget people, and 
appointments). This committee would hold public hearings, consider the concerns of the 
foundation budget, and issue a report to the legislature. This is an opportunity for the committee 
to present research and concerns of the foundation budget. This can happen at the same time 
when a new governor steps in. It seems that this bill has some shot at passing.  
  
Q: Does the report give any sort of number/statistics of how far off we are? 
A: No, the report only shows for just those two cost categories that are on an annual basis 
(2010 data). The foundation was underestimated by 2.2 billion dollars. 
 
Q: Was the foundation budget ever accurate? 
A: It recognized that if the state could not fund its foundation budget, there was a plan to 
increase chapter 70 aid, which the state did follow through on. But that progress stalled, and 
during the second decade we’ve seen cuts to chapter 70. 
 
The Hancock case found the state did follow through on its commitment on increasing state 
support, there’s language in the decision that says they expect that progress to continue, but 
what happened after was progress declined 
 

      Q: Are the timing issues with respect to the enrollment budget and planning material enough to 
skew the analysis?  Consistency seems important, but if changes are not substantive, is it okay 
to put these changes aside for the analysis 
A: He does think this is a big issue for analysis. There is a lag between when data is released 
and available. Enrollments are not changing dramatically. This would make a huge difference 
when doing the calculations. When budget is being calculated, they use inflation data.  
 

      Q: Is there any effort to deal with the escalating costs of special education and health care as a 
substantive problem generally, even outside of the school funding issues? 
A: We should read his report for this question 
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Q: Could Chapter 71, Section 13 be used to mobilize parents to action to leverage legislative 
compliance and break down the town governance gridlock? 
Q: Rights of parents of students to have a curriculum that is desired, since there are waiting lists 
for schools and they are taking students are stuck in regular schools taking classes they do not 
want to take, could parents mobilize to strike change? 
A: His general take away is that he cannot really speak for parents mobilizing. However, he 
thinks that what was missing in governor’s package proposal was a well-organized community 
advocacy for education. 
 
At the same time, they were pushing for change in terms of transportation for vocational 
education students. The transportation community was better organized. More voices were 
being heard on why transportation was a problem. They were effective in persuading revenue 
better than the school community voices.  
The groups that were involved in the transportation issue were teachers unions, grassroots 
organizations, education research group, Reiny Center, Strategies for Children, SHOT 
foundation (they provide a small fund to MCAN since they support grassroots) and Boston 
parents organizing network. 
 

     The “intent” of the Chapter 70 funding is outlined in Chapter 69, which discusses a fair minimum 
amount per student.  Has there been an attempt to quantify “fair?” 

 
      Q: Do the non-vocational schools traditionally present a forward looking plan?  Notwithstanding 

that the foundation budget has not changed, are the projections of the labor and economic 
conditions considered in the budget discussions?  Is there a vehicle within the budget process 
to introduce this? 

  a.   It appears that a five-year plan for the vocational schools to address the objectives 
outlined in MGL Chapter 69 Section 1A is required. Is 69 considered as controlling as noted in. 

 
      Q: Do you know of any active discussions or initiatives in the Department of ESE to actively 

address the access issues related to those who wish to develop vocational skills, but are 
precluded from doing so because of funding and capacity issues? If so, is there active 
discussion within the Department of the wait-list problem? 

 
      Q: Are you aware of any specific programs that address the following: 
  a. Fundraising for vocational education 
  b. Analysis of what is equitable distribution 
  c. Pro-active ventures with collaborators for vocational/technical education 

A: No, he is not aware of any specific programs. However, he has spoken with 
regional/vocational superintendents and will provide a contact for us.  
 

      Q: Chapter 70 Section 8 gives the school district full discretion to spend any way that they wish, 
regardless of the cost categories. It seems therefore, that there is the potential to spend 
vocational funds for academic purposes, and vica versa. Is there a resource available to tell us if 
the vocational spending gap is worse than it appears? Is this issue monitored? 

 
      Chapter 70B. School Building Assistance Program, Section 1. School building assistance 

program; establishment.  Extracts from the MGL’s are as follows: 
 

“It is in the best interests of the commonwealth and its citizens to create an authority to achieve 
the objectives of effective management and planning of the commonwealth's investments in 
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school building assets, promoting positive educational outcomes, ensuring the health, safety, 
security and well-being of students, easing and preventing overcrowding, maintaining good 
repair, efficient and economical construction and maintenance, financial sustainability of the 
school building assistance program, thoughtful community development, smart growth and 
accessibility.” 
 
“There is hereby established a school building assistance program. The purpose of said 
program is generally to encourage and foster the thoughtful establishment and maintenance of 
school facility space in and among the cities and towns of the commonwealth; to conduct 
surveys and studies relative thereto; and to administer the provisions of this chapter relative to 
grants and loans to cities and towns for the planning and construction of school building and 
school facility projects.” 
 
Q: In your opinion, can this program be used to help provide more access to vocational 
education where vocational schools need expansion or improvements to accept more students 
on their waitlists? 
A: The statute suggests that there needs to be funding for overcrowding and expansion issues, 
for example Minutemen. 
He’s not familiar with it, but has seen a useful primer on how district’s get funding from MSBA 
(Mass. School Building Authority). He will email us. 
 
Main Points for School Building he mentioned: 
1. There has been a big change in how revenue was dedicated to school buildings and how 
money is distributed to districts. It is now the case that the penny/portion of the sales tax goes to 
MSBA. There is a directed revenue line to school buildings.  
2.  Districts would get percentage of construction costs reimbursed by MSBA. However, now it 
is functioning like a grant that you get a certain amount of money. Its incentive is to select 
projects that are not too costly.  
 

a. Can we find out how many vocational schools have applied for grants through this   
program? 

  b. What are the limits of this program? 
 c. In the case of Minuteman, the expansion plan is not at a level that would 

accommodate even its existing enrollments, and thus does not address an expansion of 
enrollments.  It seems that this is in violation of Chapter 70? 

 
      The METCO program was established in Massachusetts in 1966 to address issues of racial 

discrimination with regard to education, and inner city students were bused to suburban schools 
to provide a higher quality education. Are you familiar with this program? Is this possibly a 
model for a Vocational program that could be handled similarly with regard to the regulationss 
for transportation under Chapter 71 Sections A and B? 

 
      Q: Where can we find the precise method that creates the academic per pupil cost, and the 

vocational per pupil cost? Are the amounts $5,449 and $8,549, respectively? 
A: He thinks these numbers are too low. He mentioned that there is a excel sheet that has the 
spending for pupil spending for every district in the state. We can see the regional vocation 
section. However, it won’t show academic as compared to vocational spending.  
There is the amount that a foundation budget calculates as the vocational amount versus 
regular academic amount. This is different than what district gets from chapter 70 
 

      Q: Are there special formulas for charter school allocations? 
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A: There was a pretty clear formula for local districts to pay for their students who attend charter 
schools (he will send us a PowerPoint on this).  
 
Basic idea - if a kid in Cambridge goes from public to charter, Cambridge has to pay a tuition 
payment to the charter school, which is roughly equal to their per pupil cost in their district.  
 

     Q: How much cost as a percentage would you predict is not considered in the inflations 
calculations of the funding? 
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Supplemental Appendix C: Notes for Second Interview with Luc Schuster 
 
Supplemental Appendix C: Luc Schuster is the Deputy Director of the Massachusetts Budget 
and Policy Center. This interview took place via telephone on January 17, 2014. The questions 
and answers are provided in summary form, not a verbatim transcript.  
 
Question: In general, I think that we need to know more about Chapter 74, and how it relates to 
the allocation to the foundation budgets. To be more specific, can you tutor us with an example? 
We could we use Lexington as one town, and Minuteman, as a regional school within Lexington, 
to understand how the funds flow from State to Lexington (Chapter 70), and then from Lexington 
to Minuteman? (Chapter 74?) We don’t need to be precise, but a general context will help very 
much for some other questions. 
 
Answer: He was not familiar with any of the big chapters in state law beside chapter 70. He 
explained to us the concept of District foundation budget, which states the definitions of all the 
things you need to do to provide education (teachers, benefits, salaries, maintenance, guidance 
counselors; note: transportation is not included). School Building and Transportation are outside 
of foundation budget.  
 
There are two main categories for vocational schools (separate regional schools districts and 
individual vocational schools). 
The difference between the two categories is how they are funded. Regional School districts 
have their own identity, which is in Chapter 70.   
 
Ex: District Boston runs vocational schools and has 80 schools and four of them are vocational 
education. Then the foundation budget for Budget will run higher in terms for vocational schools.  
 
Q: Would there be any difference in terms of student’s experience between Regional Vocational 
Schools and District Vocational Schools?  
A: Kid’s experience in both schools will be similar.  
 
Q: Are you able to help us understand more about the conclusions of the Equity report? Do you 
know where we are today? (I think this report was from your site, but if not, please disregard). 
A: We should refer back to the Equity Report from the Department of Education’s website.  
 
Q: Are you familiar with Chapter 71 Section 13, which discusses the rights of pupils regarding 
the curriculum? If so, can you help us with your understanding of this? This idea may not relate, 
but if we can’t find strategies to reduce the vocational education waitlists, might we be 
provocative and say under Chapter 71, Section 13 pupils (parents) will file to have vocational 
education courses back in the high schools? 
 
Q: Similar to #3, Chapter 69 requires: enrollment projections, utilization of facilities, promotion of 
research, and construction of facilities (?). I am trying to understand why there is not emphasis 
on Chapter 69 for the context of Chapter 70.  Any insights? 
 
Q: We would like to focus heavily on the tables in the cutting class report if possible. Figure 3 is 
a key source. The interactive tool is amazing. I can see where a school falls if I click school by 
school, but couldn’t access a report to show all schools in each quintile. Is this possible? 
A: He will send us an excel sheet. On the sheet, he will highlight the columns that answer these 
data questions.  
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Q: With the information from #1 in mind, is there a way to see the impact of Chapter 74 on figure 
3 from Cutting Class? 
 
Q: In the same vein as above, is there any way to shade each bar in figures 3, 4, and 13 to 
show vocational spending and all other spending? 
Q: In figure 14, how much district overlap is there in the low wealth categories from figure 3 to 
the urbanized center category? 
A: He said that it would be interesting to see a lot of overlapping. On the excel sheet (he sent 
us), click on the “district” district column. Then you would see a few codes on different columns 
such as codes for community, suburban, number associate to the community) 
 
Q: Cambridge is an example of a city that is in the high wealth district, but there are clearly 
sections of Cambridge that are not wealthy.  Further, the Putnam school is a school with 
predominately minority students demographically, and a high waitlist. Is there a way to cut the 
data to see it more detailed? 
A: Luc said that the first sentence is correct. Most communities are in high and low incomes.  
 
There are 2 ways to think about the wealth: 
1) We look at the kids education. The percentages on kids for reduced lunch will show the 
wealth since it is factored in foundation budget. 
 
2) Once the wealth of the overall community looks at the property wealth then we examine the 
ability of that city to raise local contributions to the formula. We will look at the total property 
value and the income of the residents (regardless the kids are in the schools or not). It would 
also count renters. Most communities such as Lawrence and Springfield have low property 
values and low incomes families. Cambridge, Boston, Somerville are urban areas where there 
have interesting numbers in terms of both high number of low income students in school and the 
tax space is high. This is because the commercial real estate and high-income residents. These 
parents would send their kids to private schools. There is a mix of public schools in terms of low 
income but Cambridge is one of the wealthier states. 
 
Educational schools such as MIT and Harvard are not taxed, but Kendall is taxed. MIT is one of 
the biggest taxpayers. For educational building and dorms, there is a tax exemption on property 
tax.   
For commercial research area, it needs to be recognized for nonprofit to maintain its status. 
 
Q: With regard to the $2b+ cost for health and sped, do we know the per pupil cost of these 
areas? 
 
Q: We now know that the vocational education budget is $12,037 and the regular education 
budget is $8,071 per student. Can we find out what the actual spending was compared to these 
budget amounts? In total? By wealth area? 
A: We can find the actual spending for regional vocational schools because they are stand only 
districts. Regional vocational schools have to report per-pupil spending. For example, 
Minuteman is regional vocational school and it is also a district school. District schools, like 
Cambridge, only deal with state formula. There is a Spreadsheet that lists out per pupil 
spending (bottom of the list - all regional schools). We need to keep in mind that not all regional 
schools are vocational schools (Minuteman is on the list)  
It is impossible to find the Boston’s spending on vocational education schools. Also, it is 
impossible to find per-pupil spending for district vocational schools that are not regional 
vocational schools. 
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Cambridge runs a subdivision in the high school that focuses on vocational education.  
Hypo: Cambridge and Minuteman - If a kid in Cambridge high school wants to focus on a 
vocational program that is not in the program, but Minuteman has the separate regional 
program, the money flows with the student. There are some kids that live in Cambridge and 
attend Minuteman because they have the vocational education programs they desire.  
 
Per-pupil question - take the total number of kids and divide the total amount that spent in that 
district. 
There is a big mix with regular education and all vocational. We divide that by spending total.  
For Minuteman - every kid is vocational education so it would be easier to divide to get the cost 
per pupil.  
Chapter 70 gives Cambridge money to fund their foundation budget and for those kids.  
A student wishes to leave Cambridge to take something at minuteman - the money flows with 
the student. Is that money flowing from Cambridge to Minuteman, is it Chapter 70 or 74?  
Answer: Only Chapter 70 because 74 ONLY focuses on transportation. 
 
Hypo: Imagine Cambridge has 105 students (8th graders). All those kids are educated and 
calculated as Cambridge chapter 70. Next year, 5 of the 105 decide to go to Minuteman. This 
impacts the funding - Cambridge will just have 100 kids in their foundation budget and the 5 
counts toward Minuteman. 
Minuteman has its own foundation budget (5 from Cambridge, 5 from Somerville, etc.).  
Cambridge budget is lower than the minuteman’s budget. Regional schools are like their own 
city. 
 
Two pieces to focus on:  
1. Foundation budget. 
2. Local community needs to contribute local contribution and state contribute the state. 
 
Minuteman access each of the community in a roughly proportionate way to contribute the 
minimal spending for each student.  
 
All of the components of 70 including local district follows the vocational kids. 
 
Hypo:  Belmont has a $100 local contribution toward Belmont schools and Belmont has 10 
enrollments. Three of those total enrollments go to Minuteman - $30 of the local funding goes to 
Minuteman.  
 
There is a sense of premium that is necessary in the system to fund vocational education.  
Hypo: In Cambridge, a student will be part of the enrollment count and that student goes to 
Minuteman.  
But if there’s a kid on the waitlist not in a vocational program, then the formula is not being 
adjusted.  
 
Roger L. Putnam Vocational School (Springfield, MA) reported back from survey. There are high 
numbers interested in vocational education, but on a waitlist. 
 
Q: How would we figure out if those waitlist students are on the waitlist at the Cambridge 
vocational program or a different program?  
A: Luc said that he didn’t know.  
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Legal Upfront - students wishing to get into minuteman yet there’s a waitlist. The school cannot 
accommodate them.  
Q: If one of these chapters, particularly 74, if the parents could request some revision of the 
curriculum to accommodate the students (Enrollments higher)?  
A: Luc couldn’t speak to that idea.   
 
Q: Do you have any updates about what is happening in the legislature regarding the adequacy 
studies, or the possibility of developing a new formula? 
A: There had been no updates since we last talked.  
 
Main question everybody is focusing on is: Will the legislature pass the foundation budget 
review commission? (If this law passes, legislature will organize and convene a commission that 
will be in charge of looking at how well the foundation budget is doing). Will this be beneficial? 
Most likely the people in this commission will be from the legislatures and people outside 
expertise such as Mass Buget and Policy Center.  
 
There has been no movement over several years. This is a very ambitious advocacy push. 
There has been a time when they paid $600 to have a consulting term to do an adequacy 
budget.   
 
Luc provided us more information on Transportation.  
Hypo: If a student from Cambridge goes to Minuteman, transportation is not in the foundation 
budget. But Cambridge has the responsibility to pay the kid’s transportation to Minuteman.  
The Regional School transportation relies on the State Grant that funds the students’ 
transportation.  
We should speak to Jay Sullivan (Dept. of ESE-Transportation Funding Guru).  
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Supplemental Appendix D: Interview with Kelly McAnnany 

 
CONFIDENTIAL – not for distribution outside of Massachusetts Community Action 
Network.  
 
Notes from conversation with Kelly McAnnany, Director of the Disability Justice Program at New 
York Lawyers for the Public Interest. 
 
January 13, 2014 
  
Background:  
Kelly McAnnany is New York Lawyers for the Public Interest’s lead attorney on a campaign to 
end New York City Department of Education’s discrimination against parents who are limited 
English Proficient and have children with special education needs. As part of this campaign she 
assisted 19 families file a joint Title VI complaint with the Department of Education’s Office of 
Civil Right.  
 
Information about the Office of Civil Rights: 

• OCR has to "respond" if they have jurisdiction 
• The amount they investigate each complaint varies widely.  
• Our issue seems difficult for the OCR process to tackle.  
• Complex remedies are not their strength.  

  
General reflections on process: 

• OCR has never done a complaint this large (NYC is a massive system, remedy would 
need to be very complex and expensive).  

• Drawbacks of an OCR complaint: 
o The complainant loses control  
o OCR has no obligation to keep NYLPI (or any complainant) updated  
o Findings can take a really long time.  
o Determination - OCR makes the remedy (not complainant) 
o Enforcement is another consideration – If OCR comes to a settlement agreement 

with the education agency, OCR is the "enforcer." As with many federal 
agencies, they have little resources to stay on top of these agreements.  

• Benefits of an OCR complaint:  
o If this is done in conjunction with a media campaign -- public pressure is one of 

the major benefits of this process.  
o Education agencies generally do not want the federal government investigating 

them. Even the prospect of that may move the agency to negotiate.  
o OCR does a document request, which is extremely helpful. Complainant (or 

anyone) can file a Freedom of Information Act request for these documents once 
the investigation has concluded.  

o NYC DOE did not want to turn over all of their documents – this was a very large 
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motivating factor for them to negotiated early on.  
  
Other thoughts:  

o It is very useful to write a demand letter to the local education agency before filing a Title 
VI complaint 

o The letter can acknowledge that the client intends to file a complaint if outside 
agreement is unsuccessful  

o Demand letter gets a conversation going before launching a full complaint. 
o  It is helpful to file with other organizations to make it feel more systemic.  

  
How to get other decisions (not just ones on website): 

o FOIA - once OCR understood what NYLPI was looking for, then results come fast. Need 
to follow-up with the person regularly to get you information.   

o Another way of getting info on decisions is through other organizations that may have 
filed complaints before  

  
Offer for MCAN: 

o If MCAN would like to discuss this process, Kelly McAnnany is more than happy to talk 
about all of the details with them.  
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Supplemental Appendix E: Interview with Roger Hatch 

 
Supplemental Appendix E: Roger Hatch is the School Finance Programs Administrator within 
the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE). This interview 
took place via telephone on January 31, 2014. The questions and answers are presented in 
summary form, not a verbatim transcript.  
 

Question: Capital funding for buildings - Can you give us a description of the overall process of 
how schools fund money-refurbishment? 

Answer: Mass School Building Authority (SBA) would be in charge of this situation. It is not 
DESE’s responsibility. If the District wants to replace school, then the school has to go through 
application process with SBA.  

Example: Town of Prowell (Check spelling): There are less than100 students. The district wants 
to replace the school that was burned down. So they worked on their own without the help from 
SBA.  
Districts need state assistance. The state has been pretty generous to provide to districts. It is 
about 40-90% of funds 
Q: For multiple communities, does state play an active role? 
A: From Hatch’s recent memory, SBA used the prospect of the new school as leverage to 
encourage districts to join together (Berkley?). Recently, two towns joined together and they did.  

Q: For different members schools, is it equal contribution? 

A: It really depends on their regional agreement dictates. It varies from district to district. Usually 
everybody shares alike and allocate capital costs. It would be 80% state and then 20% from the 
towns. Sometimes it would be based on Enrollment basis allocation method. Equal property 
value may be used as the method to determine allocation. Sometimes, it would be specific to 
the town that wants to a school to be built. It would be built in one school payment of that town 
that wants the new school but not the other towns. As for the municipal Side, it gets more 
complicated.  

 
Q: About building systems for the regionals, we learn the agreements endorsed by the majority 
votes… 
A: It really depends on the agreement. We would need to look at the Capital Section of the 
agreement to determine the new building refurbishment agreement. The norm is share-alike but 
not uniform across the board. The concept is based on regionalization. It depends what towns 
want and they want their own autonomy. 
Q: Students attend regional schools but not part of the member school? 
A: Hatch asked if we had been speaking to Minuteman since it relies heavily on non-resident 
students.  
Minuteman has been pushing hard to add the capital component on its budget since there’s no 
capital charge.  [Is this the correct concept?] 
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He asked us if we thought it would be fair if Minuteman got the refurbishment of the school if 
hypothetically that students from Medford/Cambridge/Watertown attend Minuteman. [Is this the 
correct concept?] 
Q:  For non-resident students not providing school funding, is that state law or regional 
standard? 
 A: We read language in Chapter 74 in terms of setting for tuition rates. It really depends on how 
much receiving district 
Hatch believes that there shouldn't be a capital component. DESE is not convinced that there 
should be one unless there are empty seats in the school . 
Following up question: Clear pockets of waiting lists weigh in not so "rich" districts 
He asked us which districts had wait-lists…  
We gave him information such as (District: Mounty- waitlist 205;  Valley- 65-115; Lawrence- 200 
; Fallriver diamond- over 1300)  
Hatch then asked about Shawsheen Tech, and we told him that the school has not responded.  
He asked about Blackstone Valley because he mentioned that the superintendent had been 
focusing on the issue about admissions and waitlists. But our Law Office had not heard from 
them.  
We told him that the survey was sent out to all MAVA member schools and there were phone 
calls being made. We received only 26 responses and there are a total of 29 vocational districts. 
Q: Tuition- cap pay into regional school: difference how much? Member communities need to 
absorb that. Any validation?  
A: He agreed that non-resident rate should not be necessary be the full cost. If indeed the non-
reside to fill empty seats, then non-residential rate should be marginalized, not the full costs. 
This is Fiscal Year 14 and the cap went from 150% to 125%. This is the first time that this has 
been occurring. Vocational district would accept “school choice” kids at $5,000/ each student 
and for non-resident student at $18,000. 
Nonresident student’s tuition-geared kids that can't find what they want in the local districts 
Whether special considerations given to schools demonstrate that they have outstanding 
demand but no space to accommodate; traditional school. 
A: Hatch does not know 
Q: Would there be anyone at the Building Authority he could recommend us speaking to? 
A: No recommendations given because he doesn’t know whom would be involved.  
Transportation Questions - Chapter 74 deals strictly with transportation 
A: He thought voc edu statue (also covers the whole concept of Chapter 74 program)  
Q: Any recommendations to speak about Transportation? 
A: Jay Sullivan for Transportation (MSE Education) 
 
Hatch asked us if not all of demands are being satisfied in vocational education. He asked us to 
think from policy perspective - should every kid gets what he/she wants? To what length, can 
the DESE do that?  
Q: How does his job work with the schools? Enrollment? Planning? 
A: He looked into funding issues. As for enrollment - it seems stable compared in the mid 70s. 
There are 20% more students. However, there is big influx of students from other countries. And 
it’s hard to project (English as 2nd language).  
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Supplemental Appendix P. Race Data – Vocational Spending Per Pupil  
 

Regular Education v. Vocational Education: Comparison of White and Non-White Population by 
Wealth District and Comparison of Minimum, Median, and Maximum Spending per Pupil in F.Y. 
2012 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The chart above illustrates the F.Y. per pupil spending disparities between regular and 
vocational education, by wealth category.1 The chart also illustrates the race profile for regular 
and vocational education for white and non-white students for three data points of spending 
within each wealth district.2 The asterisk indicates where the data for 2012 was unavailable. 
 
The methodology for the analysis was as follows:  
 

1. The city or town that had the highest (maximum), the median, and the lowest (minimum) 
spending was identified. 

2. F.Y. spending per pupil was reviewed for regular and vocational education within each 
wealth category  

3. The F.Y. 2012 race profile information from the data was entered for each school. 
 
The analysis indicates that in 84% of the schools compared for minimum, median, and 
maximum spending, in all but four instances, the non-white population is greater for students in 
vocational education as compared to students in the regular education system.  
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Source	  data	  for	  wealth	  categories	  are	  originally	  from	  the	  DESE	  website	  for	  “Combined	  Effort	  Yield,”	  as	  extracted	  and	  
categorized	  by	  the	  Massachusetts	  Budget	  Policy	  Center.	  The	  Center	  divides	  schools	  into	  five	  wealth	  categories,	  quintiles,	  
depending	  on	  the	  amount	  of	  combined	  local	  and	  state	  funding	  they	  spend.	  The	  schools	  that	  receive	  the	  most	  funding	  are	  
labeled	  as	  being	  in	  the	  fifth	  quintile	  while	  the	  ones	  with	  the	  least	  funding	  are	  in	  the	  first	  quintile.	  	  
2	  Students of Color (%): The percent of the white population was subtracted from 100 to determine the “% students of 
color”. See generally, 2011-2012 Selected Populations Report (District), MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY 
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, http://profiles.doe.mass.edu/. 	  

School: School: Difference
Min. Min. Vocational	  Education in	  %
Median Median Non	  White
Max. Wealth	  

Category 	  %	  White
%	  Non	  
White

Max.
	  %	  White

%	  Non	  
White

Regular	  v.	  
Vocational

Hancock 5 97.8% 2.2% Cape	  Cod 79.3% 20.7% 18.5%
Dedham 5 76.5% 23.5% n	  =	  2
Provincetown 5 60.8% 39.2% Minuteman 83.0% 17.0% -‐22.2%

Hatfield 4 93.4% 6.6% Assbet	  Valley 81.7% 18.3% 11.7%
Masconomet 4 95.3% 4.7% Blue	  Hills 67.7% 32.3% 27.6%
Northhampton	  Smith 4 78.1% 21.9% Middlesex 39.7% 60.3% 38.4%

Lakeville 3 95.5% 4.5% Nashoba	  Valley 88.9% 11.1% 6.6%

Groton 3 94.4% 5.6% Whittier 80.7% 19.3% 13.7%
Amherst 3 63.1% 36.9% Northeast	  Metropolitan 68.3% 31.7% -‐5.2%

Douglas 2 97.3% 2.7% Bristol	  Plymouth 87.4% 12.6% 9.9%
Ashburnham 2 93.0% 7.0% Montachusett 79.2% 20.8% 13.8%
Granville 2 91.9% 8.1% Franklin	  County 93.0% 7.0% -‐1.1%

Gardner 1 81.9% 18.1% Greater	  Lowell 53.8% 46.2% 28.1%
Fitchburg 1 36.6% 63.4% Northern	  Berkshire 95.1% 4.9% -‐58.5%
Adams	  (F.Y.	  2014)	  * 1 31.3% 68.7% Greater	  Lawrence 20.4% 79.6% 10.9%

*	  F.Y.	  2012	  data	  not	  available

COMPARISON	  OF	  WHITE	  AND	  NON-‐WHITE	  POPULATION	  BY	  WEALTH	  DISTRICT

Regular	  Education

and	  COMPARISON	  OF	  MINIMUM,	  MEDIAN,	  AND	  MAXIMUM	  SPENDING	  PER	  PUPIL	  IN	  F.Y.	  2012

REGULAR	  EDUCATION	  V.	  VOCATIONAL	  EDUCATION
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Appendix R: Structure of Regional Vocational Schools 
 
The first method is called the Statutory Assessment Method. Through this process, the 
calculation of member’s assessments are determined by the provisions of Chapter 70, section 
6.3 Each assessment will be the sum of the following amounts: (a) the Commissioner’s 
determination of a member’s required local contribution to the regional school district; (b) the 
member’s share of that portion of the regional school district’s net school spending (as 
determined by Chapter 70 Section. 2), that exceeds the total required local contribution for all 
members. This share to be allocated pursuant to the assessment provisions of the regional 
agreement; and (c) the member’s share of transportation costs, capital project debt service, 
other capital costs, and all other expenditures not included in the regional school district’s net 
school spending. This share is to be allocated in accordance with the regional school 
agreement.4 Section 6 of Chapter 70 explains this best: 

 
Notwithstanding the provisions of any regional school district agreement, 
each member municipality shall increase its contribution to the regional 
district each fiscal year by the amount indicated in that district’s share of 
the municipality’s minimum regional contribution in that fiscal year. The 
district shall appropriate the sum of the minimum regional contributions of 
its member districts as well as all state school aid received on behalf of 
member municipalities. The district may choose to spend additional 
amounts; such decision shall be made and such amounts charged to 
members according to the district’s required agreement. 5 

 

In order for these provisions to pass, an annual affirmative vote of the member communities 
must have a two-thirds majority. This type of assessment does not need to be reported to the 
Commissioner of Education.6 
 

The alternate method of assessment is called the Alternative Assessment Method. According to 
statutory language, this method of assessment is used in regional vocational schools.7 The 
calculation of the member’s contribution is pursuant to the local option in the fourth paragraph of 
chapter 71, section 16B, paragraph 4.8 Each contribution shall be the sum of the following: (a) 
the member’s share of the regional school district’s net school spending; and (b) the member’s 
share of costs for transportation, capital project debts, other capital costs, and all other 
expenditures not included in the regional school district’s net school spending. Each of these 
shares are allocated in accordance to the regional agreement.9 Once again, the relevant section 
from Chapter 71 best explains it: 
 

The members of a regional school district, including a vocational regional 
school district, may elect to reallocate the sum of their required local 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 MASS. GEN. LAWS. ANN. ch. 70, §6 (2010). 
4 THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASS. DEPT. OF EDUC., GUIDANCE FOR REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 1 (2007).  
5 Mass. Gen. Laws. Ann. ch. 70, §6 (2010). 
6 THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASS. DEPT. OF EDUC., GUIDANCE FOR REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 1 (2007).  
7 MASS. GEN. LAWS. ANN. ch. 70B, §8 (2004). 
8 THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASS. DEPT. OF EDUC., GUIDANCE FOR REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 1 (2007).  
9 Mass. Gen. Laws. Ann. ch. 70, §6 (2010); see also, THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASS. DEPT. OF EDUC., GUIDANCE FOR 
REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 1 (2007).  
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contributions to the district in accordance with the regional agreement; 
provided, however, that the total sum of their required contributions shall 
not be decreased. Election shall be by approval of all members of the 
district. Approval of each member shall be given by majority vote at an 
annual or special town meeting, in the case of towns, or by majority vote 
of the council, in the case of cities. The commissioner of education shall 
be notified upon the adoption of this section by this district. Nothing in this 
section shall be construed to affect the calculation of the member’s 
required local contribution for any succeeding year as provided by 
chapter seventy of the General Laws. 10 

 

All members of the Regional school district must UNANIMOUSLY approve this method, and a 
vote must be taken annually to approve its use.11 Also, unlike the Statutory Assessment 
Method, the adoption of the Alternative Assessment Method must be reported to the 
Commissioner of Education on the district’s annual end of year pupil and financial report.12 The 
combined sum of all the member’s assessments for net school spending must at least equal the 
district’s total net school spending requirement of Chapter 70 aid.13 
	  

According to Chapter 71, Section 16 B1/2, regional school districts are allowed to maintain an 
excess and deficiency fund. The schools must submit information to the Department of Revenue 
to certify the balance on or before October 31st of each year.14 The Department of Education 
can withhold all or part of its quarterly aid if the school district does not file the information by the 
required date. 15 Regional schools may use all or part of the certified balance in the fund as a 
revenue source for the proposed budget, however, it must use the amount in excess of 5% of its 
operating budget and its budgeted capital costs for the succeeding fiscal year as a revenue 
source.16 This excess 5% must be used to reduce the member contribution.17 The amount in 
excess is applied to members, allocated toward each of their contribution in accordance with the 
regional agreement.18 The 5% can be apportioned to each member to reduce the local 
contributions for capital, transportation, or other expenses, as well as to satisfy the required 
local contribution under chapter 70.19 
	  

The regional school committee shall propose a budget containing operating expenditures, 
capital expenditures, and debt payments to be paid from the general revenues of the school 
district.20 This budget must be approved by a majority vote of the member communities, and 
needs to follow the same line items determined by the foundation budget.21 Furthermore, it must 
be in as much detail required by the end of year reporting of expenditures.22 The regional school 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 Mass. Gen. Laws. Ann. ch. 71 §16B (2010). 
11 THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASS. DEPT. OF EDUC., GUIDANCE FOR REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS 1 (2007).  
12 Id. at 2. 
13 Id. at 2. 
14 Id. 
15 Id. at 4. 
16 Id. at 4 
17 Id. at 4 
18 Id. at 4 
19 Id. at 4 
20 MASS. DEPT. OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUC., REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT BUDGET PROCESS 1 (2010). 
21 Id. at 1. 
22 Id. at 1. 
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committee can also include a line item in the budget to reserve funds for extraordinary and 
unanticipated expenditures.23 The budget has to identify each separate revenue source as well 
as the estimated amount from each source; however, grants and trust funds should not be 
included in the budget, but given to the member communities for informational purposes.24 
 

Within seven days of the budget’s publication, each member community is required to hold a 
public hearing on the matter.25 A majority of the school committee within each member 
community must approve the budget.26 The regional district school committee must have a two-
thirds majority vote to adopt the budget.27 The amount of each member community’s local 
contribution is certified by the Regional School District’s treasurer, to the treasurers of the 
member communities within 30 days of the budget’s adoption.28 One of the two methodologies 
listed above is used to determine each member’s contribution.29 
	  

A regional districts failure to approve a budget results in a 30 day grace period to attempt to 
reconsider, amend, and resubmit a budget for approval; fifteen additional days can be granted 
by the Commissioner if necessary.30 If an amended operating budget is not decided by July 1, 
the superintendent must notify the Commissioner, which results in the Commissioner 
establishing an interim budget of 1/12 of regional school district’s budget from the previous fiscal 
year.31 The treasurer of the regional school district must then calculate each member 
community’s share of the local contribution amount.32 This interim budget remains in effect until 
an operating budget is approved, or until December 1, whichever occurs first. 33 If an operating 
budget is not adopted by December 1, the Commissioner takes over fiscal control of the 
regional school district and establishes the final budget for the year.34 	  

	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Id. at 1. 
24 Id. at 1. 
25 Id. at 1. 
26 Id. at 2. 
27 Id. at 2. 
28 Id. at 2. 
29 Id. at 2. 
30 Id. at 2. 
31 Id. at 4. 
32 Id. at 4. 
33 Id. at 4. 
34 Id. at 4. 
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Supplemental Appendix S: Vocational Education Survey: Raw Responses 
 
For this data, please see the corresponding CD, as the spreadsheet is too large to place inside 
this document. 
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Independent School District No. I–07 of Rogers
County, Oklahoma, a/k/a Foyil Public Schools;

Independent School District No. I–41 of Oklahoma
County, Oklahoma, a/k/a Western Heights
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No. 103,702.  | May 8, 2007.

Synopsis
Background: School districts and association of school
district employees brought declaratory judgment action
against state and state legislative leaders, alleging state
funding of public schools was inadequate, in violation of state
Constitution. The District Court, Oklahoma County, Daniel
L. Owens, P.J., granted defendants' motions to dismiss.
Plaintiffs appealed.

Holdings: The Supreme Court, Taylor, J., held that:

[1] association of school district employees lacked
associational standing;

[2] school districts failed to allege facts sufficient to establish
their standing; and

[3] action presented non-justiciable political questions.

Affirmed.

Edmondson, V.C.J., and Hargrave and Kauger, JJ., concurred
in result.

*1061  On Appeal from the District Court of Oklahoma
County; The Honorable Daniel L. Owens, Presiding.
¶ 0 Plaintiffs brought suit against the State of Oklahoma
and its legislative leaders asking the court to declare that
the Oklahoma Legislature has failed to adequately fund
common education in violation of Okla. Const. art. I, § 5
and art. XIII, § 1, and has failed to fund the State Public
Common School Building Equalization Fund in violation of
Okla. Const. art. X, § 32. The plaintiffs assert that by its
failure to adequately fund common education, the Legislature
has violated Oklahoma students' constitutional rights to a
uniform, adequate education and has injured the plaintiffs
because the funding is insufficient for them to provide a basic,
adequate education as established by statutory standards. The
defendants filed motions to dismiss. The district court granted
the motions and dismissed the suit with prejudice finding
(1) the plaintiffs lack standing, (2) the issues present non-
justiciable political questions, (3) a judicial determination of
the issues would violate the separation of powers provisions
of the Oklahoma Constitution, and (4) the legislative leaders
are immune from suit. This Court retained the appeal.
AFFIRMED.
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Opinion

TAYLOR, J.

I. ISSUES

¶ 1 The questions before this Court are (1) have the plaintiffs
alleged sufficient facts to show that they have standing to
assert violations of the rights of Oklahoma students based
on the Oklahoma Constitution, (2) do the plaintiffs have
a constitutional and statutory duty to provide Oklahoma's
students with a basic, adequate education, and (3) do the
substantive issues before for this Court present a non-
justiciable, separation of powers question. We answer the first
two questions in the negative and the third question in the
affirmative.

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

[1]  ¶ 2 This appeal presents only questions of law. This

Court reviews questions of law under a de novo standard 1

and without deference to the lower court. 2

III. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

¶ 3 The Oklahoma Education Association (OEA) and three

school districts, Foyil, 3 Western Heights, 4  and Jenks 5

(plaintiff school districts), brought suit against the Oklahoma
Legislature; Senator Mike Morgan, in his official capacity as
President Pro Tempore of the Oklahoma State Senate; and
Representative Todd Hiett, in his official capacity as Speaker
of the Oklahoma House of *1062  Representatives. The OEA
stated that it was bringing the suit in its corporate capacity
and on behalf of its individual members and the students they
serve. The members of the OEA are employees of Oklahoma
school districts. The plaintiff school districts likewise stated
that they were bringing the suit on their own behalf. However,
no Oklahoma students are parties to this suit.

¶ 4 The plaintiffs challenge the current level of funding
for common education. In their amended petition, the
plaintiffs alleged the defendants, by inadequately funding
education, are (1) depriving Oklahoma school children of

a constitutional right to a uniform opportunity to receive
a basic, adequate education according to the standards set
by the Oklahoma Legislature and (2) depriving Oklahoma
school districts of the ability to fulfill their constitutional and
statutory obligations to meet the contemporary educational
standards established for every child.

¶ 5 In the plaintiffs' five claims for relief, they seek a
declaration that the Legislature's failure to adequately fund

common education violates article I, section 5; 6  article

X, section 32; 7  article XIII, section 1; 8  and article II,

section 7 9  of the Oklahoma Constitution. They posit that
the Legislature's alleged inadequate funding has deprived
educators of the opportunity to provide a basic, adequate
education to Oklahoma's children, denied Oklahoma students
the right to a uniform, basic education, and violated the
students' due process and equal protection rights. The
plaintiffs also seek a declaration that the unfunded cost of
meeting statutory educational standards exceeds one billion
dollars and the unfunded capital needs of Oklahoma school
districts exceeds three billion dollars. The plaintiffs ask the
court to order the Legislature to design, formulate, adopt,
properly and adequately fund, and maintain a comprehensive
system of educational funding which affords each child
in Oklahoma an equal opportunity for a basic, adequate
education and to retain jurisdiction in this matter until the
Legislature has implemented such an educational funding
system.

¶ 6 The defendants moved for dismissal on several grounds.
The two dispositive grounds are (1) the plaintiffs lack
standing and (2) the petition presents a non-justiciable
political question which is closely tied to the separation-of-
powers doctrine.

IV. STANDING

[2]  [3]  ¶ 7 The burden is on the party invoking a court's
jurisdiction to establish its standing to seek relief in the

court. 10  To *1063  establish standing, the plaintiff must
show (1) a concrete, particularized, actual or imminent injury
in fact, (2) a causal connection between the injury and the
alleged misconduct, and (3) a protected interest “within a

statutorily or constitutionally protected zone.” 11
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¶ 8 We decipher two injuries which the plaintiffs assert have
resulted from the Legislature's alleged failure to adequately
fund Oklahoma's educational system. First, students are
harmed because they are deprived of a uniform, basic,
adequate education, of their rights to due process, and of their
rights to equal protection of the law, all mandated by the
Oklahoma Constitution. Second, the OEA's members and the
plaintiff school districts are harmed because they are unable
to meet their constitutional and statutory duties as educators.
We first address the OEA's and the plaintiff school districts'
standing to challenge the alleged constitutional deprivations
to Oklahoma's students.

[4]  ¶ 9 The OEA claims associational standing to seek
relief on behalf of Oklahoma's students and on behalf of its

members based on its members' standing 12 . An association
has standing to seek redress for injury on behalf of its
members when “(a) its members would otherwise have
standing to sue in their own right; (b) the interests it seeks
to protect are germane to the organization's purpose; and (c)
neither the claim asserted nor the relief requested requires the

participation of individual members in the lawsuit.” 13

A. Standing to Assert Injury to Oklahoma Students

[5]  [6]  [7]  ¶ 10 When ruling on a pretrial motion to
dismiss for lack of standing, the trial court, and subsequently
the reviewing court, “must construe the petition in favor of

the complaining party.” 14  If the plaintiff alleges facts which
are sufficient to establish standing, then the case proceeds to

the next stage. 15  A party's standing may be examined at any
stage of the proceedings, and the party seeking relief has a
greater burden at later stages in the case than in defending a

pretrial motion to dismiss. 16

[8]  [9]  ¶ 11 The OEA asserts that it has standing as an
association based on its members possessing standing to sue
in their own right. For the OEA to have associational standing,
its members must have a “ ‘direct, immediate and substantial’
” interest in the controversy and a “personal stake in the

outcome.” 17  In this respect, its members' injuries must be to

their own legal rights and not those of others. 18  With few

exceptions, 19  “constitutional rights are personal and may not

be asserted vicariously.” 20

*1064  [10]  ¶ 12 The plaintiffs assert injury to the rights of
Oklahoma's students. The OEA has not established that any
of its members are Oklahoma students. Although some of the
members of the OEA may be parents of Oklahoma students,
this is insufficient to establish the OEA's standing to assert
injury to the students' rights. The OEA has failed to meet its
burden to show that any of its members have a right of their
own to assert injury to the rights of Oklahoma's students. As
the OEA's members cannot vicariously assert injury to the
constitutional rights of Oklahoma's students, neither can the
OEA. The OEA has failed to meet the first prong of the test
for associational standing as to this claim.

¶ 13 The OEA relies on the fact that in Oklahoma Education

Association v. Nigh, 21  an original action before this Court,
it was allowed to assert that the Oklahoma State Land Office
was violating its constitutional duty by giving preferential
leases for certain lands contained in the Oklahoma School
Land Trust. This Court is not bound by its exercise of
jurisdiction in Nigh because the OEA's standing passed

without mention in that case. 22

[11]  ¶ 14 The plaintiff school districts fail to allege facts
which support their standing to assert the rights of all
Oklahoma students. They allege: “[S]tudents enrolled in
Oklahoma school districts are denied their fundamental right
to a basic, adequate education as required by the Oklahoma
Constitution.” The plaintiff school districts have not alleged
that any of their students are failing to receive a basic,
adequate education, i.e. that any of their students have been
injured. The plaintiff school districts have failed to present us
with any authority to show that they have standing to assert
the violation of the constitutional rights of students generally

across this state. 23

[12]  ¶ 15 Generally, this Court will not address the
constitutionality of a legislative act, and similarly a failure to
act, until presented with a proper case in which it appears the
complaining person has been or is about to be denied a right

or privilege to which the person is lawfully entitled. 24  The
parties here have not alleged facts which show that they are
the proper parties to bring this suit.
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B. Standing to Assert Harm to the Plaintiff
School Districts and to OEA Members

[13]  [14]  ¶ 16 The plaintiffs allege that the plaintiff school
districts must comply with unfunded or partially-funded
legislative mandates or risk sanctions or other penalties.
When a party does not rely on a particular statute or
constitutional provision authorizing suit, the question of
standing depends on whether the party has “alleged a personal

stake in the outcome of the controversy.” 25  In this case,
the plaintiff school districts and OEA have alleged that the
school districts may be sanctioned or penalized for failure to
comply with legislative mandates caused by their receiving
insufficient funds to do so.

[15]  [16]  ¶ 17 Without pointing to any specific provision,
the plaintiffs assert that school districts and teachers are
constitutionally and statutorily required to provide students
with a uniform, adequate education. Article XIII, section 1
and article I, section 5 of the Oklahoma Constitution imposes
on the Legislature the duty to “establish and maintain a
system of free public schools.” The school districts and their
boards are but the *1065  vehicles which the Legislature

uses to carry out this constitutional duty. 26  A school board's
powers and duties are restricted to those expressly granted,
fairly implied, necessarily incidental to the express powers,

or essential to its declared objects and purposes. 27  We do not
find that either of these two constitutional provisions places
any duty on local school districts, school boards, or school
employees to maintain or establish public schools, and the
plaintiffs have failed to point to any. Simply, the plaintiffs
have failed to allege any facts that would support a finding
that the plaintiff school districts or OEA's members have an
interest which is within a constitutionally protected zone, the

third prong of the test for establishing standing. 28

V. Political Question

[17]  [18]  ¶ 18 Even though the plaintiffs do not have
standing to assert the violation of the constitutional rights
of Oklahoma students, we address whether we are presented
with a non-justiciable political question. Generally, a motion

to dismiss a petition is without prejudice and subject to leave

to file an amended petition. 29  However, the district court in
this case dismissed the petition with prejudice. We address
the political question issue because we are presented with a
public law question concerning educational and fiscal policy,
the district court ruled that the suit presented non-justiciable
political question, and it would be futile to return this case to
the district court when we deem it to present a non-justiciable
political question.

¶ 19 Our state's constitution divides governmental powers
among the three branches of government. The Oklahoma
Constitution at article IV, section 1 states:

The powers of the government of the
State of Oklahoma shall be divided
into three separate departments:
The Legislative, Executive, and
Judicial; and except as provided
in this Constitution, the Legislative,
Executive, and Judicial departments
of government shall be separate and
distinct, and neither shall exercise the
powers properly belonging to either of
the others.

This provision prohibits one branch of the government
from controlling or subjecting another branch to coercive

influences either directly or indirectly. 30

[19]  [20]  ¶ 20 Except for the reservation of the power
of initiative and referendum, the state's policy-making

power is vested exclusively in the Legislature. 31  The
Legislature's policy-making power specifically includes both

public education and fiscal policy. 32

[21]  [22]  ¶ 21 The Oklahoma Constitution charges the
Legislature with the duty of establishing a public school

system. 33  “The method employed by [the Legislature]
to discharge the burden thus imposed is largely within

its discretion.” 34  “The determination of the policy to be
pursued in matters of enactment of legislation to discharge
its constitutional responsibility to the people in matters of
education is a question that rests *1066  solely with the

Legislature.” 35
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[23]  ¶ 22 In Fair School Finance Council of Oklahoma,

Inc. v. State, 36  this Court was asked to determine the
constitutionally of the state's system for financing public
education against an equal protection challenge. We stated
that the Legislature has few constitutional restraints in
carrying out its duty to establish and maintain a free public

educational system. 37  The Legislature's method in carrying

out this duty is largely within its discretion. 38  When the
methods used for carrying out this duty are challenged, “the
only justiciable question is whether the Legislature acted

within its powers.” 39

¶ 23 Likewise, fiscal policy is exclusively within the
Legislature's power. Article V, section 55 of the Oklahoma
Constitution vests the Legislature with the function of
appropriating funds. It provides:

No money shall ever be paid out
of the treasury of this State, nor
any of its funds, nor any of the
funds under its management, except
in pursuance of an appropriation by
law, nor unless such payments be
made within two and one-half years
after the passage of such appropriation
act, and every such law making
a new appropriation, or continuing
or reviving an appropriation, shall
distinctly specify the sum appropriated
and the object to which it is to be
applied, and it shall not be sufficient
for such law to refer to any other law
to fix such sum.

¶ 24 In Calvey v. Daxon, 40  we stated:

This Court has no authority to consider the desirability,
wisdom, or practicability of fiscal legislation. It is not
our prerogative to question the sagacity of the expressed
policy. Whether an act is wise or unwise, whether it is based
on sound economic theory or whether it is the best means
to achieve the desired result are matters for legislative
determination. This Court, may not, based on its perception

of how the State should conduct its business dealings,
direct legislative decision making.

¶ 25 The legislature has the exclusive authority to declare
the fiscal policy of Oklahoma limited only by constitutional

prohibitions. 41  The plaintiffs have failed to provide us
with any applicable limitations. The plaintiffs are attempting
to circumvent the legislative process by having this Court
interfere with and control the Legislature's domain of making
fiscal-policy decisions and of setting educational policy by
imposing mandates on the Legislature and by continuing to
monitor and oversee the Legislature. To do as the plaintiffs
ask would require this Court to invade the Legislature's power
to determine policy. This we are constitutionally prohibited

from doing. 42

VI. Conclusion

¶ 26 The plaintiffs have failed to allege facts which would
give them standing to assert a violation of Oklahoma students'
constitutional rights. Questions of fiscal and educational
policy are vested in the Legislature, and its wisdom in these
areas is not within the scope of this Court's review.

¶ 27 We have previously taken judicial notice of the
immeasurable social, psychological and economic value of

an education in contemporary society. 43  We also are aware
of the importance of an educated society to our system of
government. However, the important role of education in
our society does not allow us to override the constitutional
restrictions placed on our judicial authority. The plaintiffs
have failed to present an issue to this Court which is proper
for our adjudication. The district court's judgment is affirmed.

*1067  AFFIRMED.

WINCHESTER, C.J., LAVENDER, OPALA, WATT,
TAYLOR, COLBERT, JJ., concur.

EDMONDSON, V.C.J., HARGRAVE, KAUGER, JJ.,
concur in result.
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Footnotes

1 Rogers v. Dell Computer Corp., 2005 OK 51, ¶ 18, 138 P.3d 826, 831.

2 Gladstone v. Bartlesville Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 30, 2003 OK 30, ¶ 5, 66 P.3d 442, 445.

3 Foyil Public Schools is also known as Independent School District No. 1–07 of Rogers County, Oklahoma.

4 Western Heights Public Schools is also known as Independent School District No. 1–41 of Oklahoma County, Oklahoma.

5 Jenks Public Schools is also known as Independent School District No. 1–05 of Tulsa County, Oklahoma

6 Article I, section 5 of the Oklahoma Constitution provides:

Provisions shall be made for the establishment and maintenance of a system of public schools, which shall be open to all the

children of the state and free from sectarian control; and said schools shall always be conducted in English: Provided, that

nothing herein shall preclude the teaching of other languages in said public schools.

7 Article X, section 32 provides:

For the purpose of providing buildings for school districts, there is hereby established a State Public Common School Building

Equalization Fund in which shall be deposited (1) such monies as may be designated or provided for such purpose by the

Legislature, other than ad valorem taxes, and (2) the proceeds of all property that shall fall to the State by escheat and penalties

for unlawful holding of real estate by corporations; provided, that if such disposition and use of money from any such sources

shall be declared invalid, the validity of other provisions of this section shall not be affected thereby. The State Public Common

School Building Equalization Fund shall be administered by the State Board of Education, until otherwise provided by the

Legislature. Such Fund shall be used to aid school districts in acquiring buildings, under such regulations as may be prescribed

by the administering agency, unless otherwise provided by law, and the amount paid therefrom to or for any school district shall

be determined by a formula established by the Legislature. The administering agency is authorized to accept grants-in-aid from

the federal government for building purposes.

8 Article XIII of the Oklahoma Constitution deals with education. Section 1 provides: “The Legislature shall establish and maintain a

system of free public schools wherein all the children of the State may be educated.”

9 Article II, section 7 of the Oklahoma Constitution provides: “No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due

process of law.”

10 Toxic Waste Impact Group, Inc. v. Leavitt, 1994 OK 148, ¶ 8, 890 P.2d 906, 910.

11 Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 9 v. Glass, 1982 OK 2, ¶ 10, 639 P.2d 1233, 1237.

12 OEA does not claim any injury in its own right which would show that it has standing aside from associational standing to bring this

suit. The OEA seems to assert that its members have standing as taxpayers and citizens but fails to provide any argument or support

in its briefs for this position. Thus OEA's position that it has standing because its members have standing as taxpayers and citizens

is deemed abandoned. Okla. City Urban Renewal Auth. v. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 2005 OK 2, n. 9, 110 P.3d 550, 555 n. 9.

13 Okla. Pub. Employees Ass'n. v. Okla. Dept. of Cent. Serv., 2002 OK 71, ¶ 9, 55 P.3d 1072, 1077.

14 Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 9 v. Glass, 1982 OK 2 at ¶ 10, 639 P.2d at 1237.

15 Id.

16 Toxic Waste Impact Group, Inc., 1994 OK 148 at ¶ 8, 890 P.2d at 910.

17 Hendrick v. Walters, 1993 OK 162, ¶ 5, 865 P.2d 1232, 1237.

18 Id., at n. 14, 865 P.2d at 1236, n. 14.

19 The most serious, countervailing policies may provide exceptions to this rule. Forest Oil Corp. v. Corp. Comm'n of Okla., 1990 OK

58, ¶ 31, 807 P.2d 774, 788. The United States Supreme Court has stated an exception when non-parties may suffer injury from the

outcome but have no effective way to preserve their rights. See Broadrick v. Oklahoma, 413 U.S. 601, 611, 93 S.Ct. 2908, 37 L.Ed.2d

830 (1973). Another exception is where a statute has been challenged as violating the First Amendment for facial overbreadth. Id.

at 611–614, 93 S.Ct. 2908.

20 Broadrick, 413 U.S. at 611, 93 S.Ct. 2908; Forest Oil Corp. v. Corp. Comm'n of Oklahoma, 1990 OK 58, ¶ 31, 807 P.2d 774, 788.

21 1982 OK 22, 642 P.2d 230.

22 See United States v. L.A. Tucker Truck Lines, Inc., 344 U.S. 33, 38, 73 S.Ct. 67, 97 L.Ed. 54 (1952). OEA alleges that one of its

strategic objectives “is to secure commitment to the intrinsic value of public education in Oklahoma, promote public education as

a basic right and increase Oklahoma's financial investment in public schools.” While this is a lofty objective, we question whether
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OEA's attempt to represent students for additional educational funding does not directly conflict with the OEA's role in representing

school employees for salary and benefits increases before the Oklahoma Legislature and school boards.

23 See Broadrick, 413 U.S. at 611, 93 S.Ct. 2908; Forest Oil Corp. v. Corp. Comm'n of Oklahoma, 1990 OK 58, ¶ 31, 807 P.2d 774, 788.

24 Bradbury v. Okla. State Bd. of Chiropody, 1971 OK 130, ¶ 10, 490 P.2d 246, 248.

25 Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 9 v. Glass, 1982 OK 2 at ¶ 8, 639 P.2d at 1237.

26 Consol. Sch. Dist. No. 1 v. Wright, 1927 OK 474, ¶ 37, 261 P. 953, 957.

27 Bd. of Educ. v. Cloudman, 1939 OK 297, ¶ 23, 92 P.2d 837, 841.

28 This leaves the issue of whether this Court has the authority to direct fiscal legislation to adequately fund statutory mandates placed

on local school districts. This issue calls into question the express constitutional commitment of fiscal policy issues to the Legislature.

The plaintiffs admit in their brief “that the Oklahoma Legislature is free to exercise its ‘legislative discretion’ and ignore legislatively

enacted goals for the improvement of public education” and we agree.

29 See 12 O.S.2001, §§ 2012(G), 2017.

30 In re Okla. Dept. of Transp. for Approval of not to Exceed $100 Million Okla. Dep't of Transp. Grant Anticipation Notes, Series

2002, 2002 OK 74, ¶ 8, 64 P.3d 546, 549; see O'Donoghue v. United States, 289 U.S. 516, 530–531, 53 S.Ct. 740, 77 L.Ed. 1356.

31 Okla. Const. art. IV, § 1.

32 Okla. Const. art. IV, § 1; art. V, § 55; art. XIII, § 1; In re Initiative Petition No. 332, State Question No. 598, 1989 OK 93, ¶ 5,

776 P.2d 556, 557.

33 Okla. Const. art. XIII, § 1; Musick v. State ex rel. Miles, 1938 OK 603, ¶ 15, 90 P.2d 631, 634.

34 Musick, 1938 OK 603 at ¶ 15, 90 P.2d at 634.

35 Sch. Dist. No. 25 v. Hodge, 1947 OK 220, ¶ 2, 183 P.2d 575, 579.

36 1987 OK 114, 746 P.2d 1135.

37 Id. at ¶ 62, 746 P.2d 1135, 1150.

38 Id.

39 Id.

40 2000 OK 17, ¶ 21, 997 P.2d 164, 171–172 (footnotes omitted).

41 Id.

42 Okla. Const. art. IV, § 1.

43 Indep. Sch. Dist. No. 8 v. Swanson, 1976 OK 71, ¶ 25, 553 P.2d 496, 501.
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